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ABSTRACT
As the Space Shuttle nears its first flight, the 
systems activity is changing its emphasis to con- 
centrate on certification of the flight system and 
potential growth into the future. In this paper I 
would like to explain how we have approached the 
certification of the Shuttle system and then later 
describe recent activities which will enhance the 
capability of the Shuttle during the operational 
time period.
SYSTEMS CERTIFICATION METHODOLOGY
The Shuttle system certification, as we have de- 
fined it, is comprised of two major activities. 
One is the verification of the adequacy of the de- 
sign and the second is the proper accomplishment of 
the certification of the particular flight end 
items that will be used for the first missions. 
The end item certification, which consists of the 
manufacturing inspection, factory acceptance test, 
and then checkout at the launch site, is being 
planned and conducted much as it has been on 
previous NASA programs and will not be discussed in 
any detail here. The Space Shuttle is, however, 
much more complex than previous NASA programs. 
This is a result of the integrated nature of the 
vehicle where many functional systems go across 
element interfaces. This means that much of the 
design verification must be planned and/or con- 
ducted at the system level.
Figure 1 is a figurative display of the logic flow 
that we have used to develop the overall verifica- 
tion program. The left-hand portion shows the sys- 
tems specification which defines the vehicle re- 
quirements and below it are the verification re-
sponsibilities which have been identified and as- 
signed to individual elements or combined elements 
for each of the functional requirements in the sys- 
tem spec. These two volumes lead to the Shuttle 
Master Verification Plan, which is made up of a 
volume' for the combined elements and Individual 
volumes for each of the projects within the pro- 
gram. The combined element volume contains an 
overall description of the verification program end 
is divided, from a system standpoint, Into 15 Indi- 
vidual disciplines that we will talk more about 
later. The volumes for the Individual elenerts 
contain all of the verification requirements to 
properly satisfy that element ! s end item specifica- 
tion and, In addition, describe those systems level 
verification requirements which have been assigned 
to that specific element. As a cross-check of the 
overall content in the verification program, Icglc 
diagrams have been prepared for each of the major 
functional areas of the vehicle. Individual items 
required to verify these functional areas have been 
defined and cross-checked to make sure they are 
contained in one of the Master Verification Plans. 
In those cases where a hole Is found, then that 
particular requirement has been assigned to one or 
more of the disciplines in the combined element 
volume, or assigned to one of the five elements. 
Each of the blocks has then been broken down to 
specific activities required to accomplish that 
particular block. All of the data required to be 
supplied to those activities and the products of 
those activities have been defined. Definitions of 
these activities are contained In an automated d<ita 
file which we call a VIS (verification Inform&tfon 
system) file. This allows us to track the satis- 
factory accomplishment of the program from several 
different viewpoints. The schedule portions of 
those activities that are assigned to the combined 
elements are shown on the master engineering sched-
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ules depicted here as the engineering plan.
Figure 2 shows a matrix approach which also has 
been used to cross-check the basic systems. Here, 
the specification requirements are listed down the 
ordinate, and the technical discipline areas and 
elements involved in the satisfaction of each of 
the requirements are listed across the abscissa at 
the top. As indicated by the Intersecting arrows, 
several technical areas may be required to satisfy 
a single specification requirement. Each intersec- 
tion of the arrows represents one of the product 
activities that we talked about back in figure 1. 
They are, in fact, the level of detail that we de- 
fine and track In the verification program.
The VIS file for each of the technical areas has 
been basel ined in the program and we are presently 
managing and tracking approximately 1500 product 
activities in the combined systems area alone. A 
listing of 15 technical disciplines that we have 
used to define the program is shown on figure 3. 
Two areas will be described in a little more detail 
to better "iI Iustrate'the activities involved.
STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS
The first area I would like to discuss is that of 
structural dynamics. On figure 4 is seen a grossly 
simplified version of the verification logic net 
for this area. The main flow through the logic net 
for the structures program, as shown by the bold 
Iine, starts on the left and proceeds from the re- 
quirements through the Master Verification Plan in- 
to the integrated structural math model ing activ- 
ity. While the construction of the system struc- 
tural math model is a systems level responsibility, 
there are very significant inputs from each of the 
elements, including the mobile launch platform 
which is used in lift-off loads calculations. Each 
of the element's math models is updated as informa- 
tion is obtained from structural tests of the ele- 
ments. Structural data from combined systems 
tests, such as the main propulsion test article 
resonant survey which was conducted on the main 
propulsion test article, are also fed into the math 
model. The math models are then used to generate 
loads inputs at the element interfaces, and these 
are used by the elements for evaluation of their 
structural capability. In addition, the structural 
math models are used by several other disciplines 
in their verification program and, in turn, these 
disciplines are used to support the structural ver- 
ification. Representative of these are pogo, flut- 
ter, thermodynamics, and structural dynamics of the 
umbiMeals at the launch and landing site. A major
factor in the structural verification program is 
the conduct of the fulI-scale mated vehicle ground 
vibration test program, which has recently been 
completed at the Marshall Space Flight Center. 
Figure 5 is a photograph of the test article in its 
stacked position for the lift-off portion of the 
test. Shuttle vehicle modal data were obtained 
from this test article for mass loading conditions 
corresponding to five different times during the 
launch profile. These modal data have been used 
for an update of the integrated math models and are 
now being fed back into the systems load assessment 
and will, in fact, have a significant input on the 
placards and constraints for the early portion of 
the flight test program. During the flight test 
program itself, we will obtain additional informa- 
tion needed to verify the adequacy of the vehicle 
for operational use. Specific flight test require- 
ments have been defined for all of the flight test 
program and each of these flight test requirements 
has been assigned to one of these specific missions 
in the first six flights. As the flight informa- 
tion becomes available, the constraints and pla- 
cards will be updated and the restrictions reduced 
so that near the end of the f I ight test program the 
vehicle will be demonstrating a significant portion 
of its total structural capability.
MAIN PROPULSION
The other technical area I would like to discuss 
briefly is the MPS (main propulsion system). The 
Shuttle MPS is an integrated system which spans 
across three flight elements plus the associated 
launch facility systems which serve to prepare the 
vehicle for flight. The three major flight ele- 
ments are the ET (external tank), the Orbiter, and 
the SSME (Space Shuttle Main Engines). The system 
is shown pictorially in figure 6. The MPS is di- 
vided into several interrelated systems, all of 
which cut across the interfaces between the fIight 
and ground elements to perform specific functions 
in the integrated system. Figure 7 is a schematic 
representation of the main propulsion systems. The 
MPS is further subdivided as follows:
a. Propulsion Loading System - This system loads 
propellants onboard within designated launch time- 
I ines. Considerations include limiting peak tank 
pressures during facility/vehicle chilldown, avoid- 
ance of geyser ing conditions in L02 system, mainte- 
nance of proper L02 tank pressure, and attainment 
of the required loaded mass within acceptable load- 
ing errors.
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b. 10? and LH7 Preconditioning Systems - These 
systems provide suitable temperatures at the SSME 
inlets and throughout the propel I ant feed systems 
to satisfy engine start requirements. Considera- 
tions include propel lant conditions as delivered 
from the facility, heat loads in the three major 
flight elements, combined resistance of flight and 
ground fluid systems, recirculation pump perform- 
ance, antigeyser system performance, and transient 
pressures in the ET ullage after loading.
result of system verification will be a math model 
which will be used to predict system performance. 
This requires an in-depth understanding of the in- 
dividual elements plus an understanding of the mu- 
tual interactions between them. Data obtained from 
an integrated test program result in a greater un- 
derstanding of these interactions, thereby permit- 
ting a progressive improvement in the performance 
predictions. The basic verification flow chart is 
shown on figure 8.
c. Helium and Nitrogen Pneumatic Systems - These 
systems provide in-flight helium for valve actua- 
tion and purging services for the engines and the 
Orbiter components. Nitrogen purging for the en- 
gines during ground operations is also provided. 
The airborne helium system provides pressure for 
expulsion of residual propellants from the Orbiter 
after engine cutoff and maintains a positive pres- 
sure within the fluid system during .reentry and 
landing operations. Considerations include facil- 
ity storage conditions and flow capacity, engine 
purge requirements, performance characteristics of 
Orbiter pneumatic components, and heat transfer 
during preflight and flight operations.
The analysis block of figure 8 is further amplified 
by the network shown in figure 9. This analysis 
network shows the flow of test data and analysis 
results from the major element contractors and 
test/launch sites into the integrated performance 
analysis and finally into the flight operations. 
Each analysis output is supported by a matrix-of 
supporting information and data from the major ele- 
ments and test/ launch sites. The elements of this 
matrix are contained in the VIS file described 
earlier. The periodic updates of the integrated 
propulsion performance predictions reflect the in- 
creased maturity as integrated system test data are 
progressively obtained and assessed.
d. Pressurization System - This system provides 
ET ullage pressure to support engine start require- 
ments, ullage pressure for detanking operations, 
and ullage pressure throughout boost to maintain 
the proper engine suction pressure. Considerations 
include facility storage conditions supplied by the 
engines, ET structural and safety limits, heat 
transfer effects, and component performance para- 
meters.
e. Propellant Feed System - This system trans- 
ports the propel I ants from the ET to the engines 
during boost. Prevalves are incorporated to iso- 
late deactivated engines, and disconnects are pro- 
vided to permit separation of the feed I ines between 
the ET and the Orbiter. The propellant feed system 
performance, in conjunction with the pressurization 
system and the hydrostatic head of the propellants, 
helps assure adequate pressure at the engine inlets 
during boost. Considerations include engine 
steady-state flow requirements, engine startup and 
shutdown flow transients, propellant temperature 
stratification, launch acceleration, and pressure 
drop characteristics for lines and components in 
the ET and the Orbiter.
The MRS verification involves a combination of 
analyses and tests to assure that the design is 
capable of satisfying the system performance re- 
quirements for all Shuttle missions. A major
The MPTA (main propulsion test article) is the 
principal tool for development and verification of 
the integrated MRS. Figure 10 is a photograph of 
the MPTA which is located at NSTL (National Space 
Technology Laboratory) in Mississippi. The MPTA 
test program is the first opportunity to test the 
integrated MPS, consisting of the three major 
flight elements, in essentially a flight configura- 
tion. Ground support equipment and facility sys- 
tems are the same or as closely approximate those 
that will be used in the flight program. Extensive 
special instrumentation has been added to the I^PTA 
to permit more detailed analysis and assessment 
than would be possible with flight instrumentation 
alone. The MPTA program to date has completed two 
tanking tests and four static firing tests. Infor- 
mation gained during this initial test series has 
verified the basic design of the integrated MPS as 
well as demonstrated compatibility of the interfac- 
ing flight and ground systems.
The progressive resolution of problems and the re- 
finement of operating procedures for MPTA during 
the initial series of tests culminated in a near- 
perfect fourth static firing. Although many criti- 
cal MPTA program objectives remain to be accom- 
plished, the initial series of tests has already 
made significant contributions toward the verifica- 
tion of the integrated MPS and the development of 
the Shuttle transportation system.
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As illustrated by these two examples, the ve
rifica- 
tion approach for the Shuttle system is con
sidered 
to be a logical and effective means to demo
nstrate 
compliance with design requirements, matur
ity of 
design, and readiness for flight. Through c
oopera- 
tive efforts of the several contractors a
nd the 
cognizant NASA centers, many of the major verifica- 
tion objectives have been accomplished and a de- 
tailed plan is available to monitor the acco
mplish- 
ment of the remaining activity.
THRUST AUGMENTATION
A review of projected Shuttle performance require- 
ments and predicted capability was conducte
d early 
in 1978 and revealed that the Shuttle needed 
a sig- 
nificant increase in capability to satis
fy the 
growing user desires. Comparison of the o
riginal 
mission requirements with Shuttle capabili
ty dis- 
closed negative pay load margins which could 
be re- 
solved by implementing previously identified
 weight 
savings on the Orbiten and ET; however, t
he new 
mission requirements of 32,000 pounds in 
a polar 
orbit, combined with a desired 3,000 pound 
allow- 
ance for future weight growth, was beyond s
atisfy- 
ing with weight reduction programs alone. I
n addi- 
tion, as the Space Program grows in maturity
, there 
is a possibility of requirements that demand
 still 
greater capability. Therefore, NASA, with 
support 
from the Air Force and its contractors, be
gan in- 
vestigation of various methods of improving 
Shuttle 
ascent performance.
In the early phase of the study, a wide var
iety of 
options was analyzed. Some of the candidat
es con- 
sidered were: sub-cooling the liquid oxyg
en and 
hydrogen for use in the Orbiter main engine
s; en- 
larging the SRBs in both length and/or diamet
er; 
new propellants in the SRBs; and additional
 solid 
rocket motors attached to either the SRBs 
or the 
aft end of the ET. Pay load lift capabili
ty and 
major performance characteristics of all options 
were determined to permit initial eliminat
ion of 
the least desirable. All but two option
s were 
eliminated because of excessive cost, quest
ionable 
state-of-the-art capability, or insufficien
t per- 
formance improvement. The two options whic
h were 
selected for more detailed study were: 
solid 
rocket motors attached to the SRBs (called S
RB 
strap-ons) and sol id rockets attached to the a
ft 
end of the ET (ET strap-ons).
Each option was then subdivided to give two 
differ- 
ent levels of lift capability as depicted in
 figure 
11. Options 2A and 4A were sized to meet Mi
ssion 4 
requirements plus growth allowance, and opt
ions 2B
and 4B were designed to provide approx
imately 
15,000 pounds pay load above that.
Option 2A utilizes two solid rocket motors (one p
er 
SRB) 90 inches in diameter and 486 inches lon
g. 
Each motor contains 105,000 pounds of pro
pel I ant 
and develops a maximum of 1.36 million 
pounds 
thrust. These strap-ons are ignited at li
ft-off, 
burn for 30 seconds, and are Jettisoned 
shortly 
after they burn out. No recovery of th
e spent 
motors cases is planned. The main SRM req
uires a 
mandrel redesign to change its thrust time 
history 
as well as a reduction in propel I ant burn 
rate to 
stay within the vehicle strength capa
bility. 
Thrust histories of both the SRM and the s
trap-on 
motor are carefully tailored to achieve maxi
mum ef- 
ficiency without violating existing critica
l load 
criter ia.
Option 2B uti I izes four sol id rocket motor
s (two 
for each SRB) which are 109 inches in diameter a
nd 
471 inches long. Propel I ant weight for eac
h motor 
is 181,000 pounds, maximum thrust 1.0 
million 
pounds, and burn, time 75 seconds. These dat
a Indi- 
cate that an SRB strap-on configuration wi
th this 
payload capability could not be made as ef
ficient 
as option 2A without violating the existin
g load 
criteria. Consequently, the strap-on burn t
ime had 
to be stretched out and, as a result, the 
propel- 
lant weight increased as compared to 2A. 
Two of 
the strap-on motors are Ignited at T-0 whil
e Igni- 
tion of the other two Is delayed 5 seconds 
to les- 
sen demands on the launch mount exhaust
 ducts. 
After burnout of the second set of motor
s, each 
pair is jettisoned as a package and is not recov- 
ered.
Option 4A consists of two solid rocket mot
ors at- 
tached to the aft end of the ET. The mot
ors are 
made from a 160-Inch long segment of the 
main SRM 
motor case and the overall length Is 297 
Inches. 
The motors contain 218,000 pounds of prop
ellant. 
Strap-on Ignition occurs at lift-off and the
 magni- 
tude and shape of the thrust/time curve Is ch
osen 
to minimize in-flight loads and resultant 
weight 
impacts. No change to the SRB thrust his
tory Is 
required. The strap-on motors are designed 
to es- 
sentially lift their own mass until after SR
B burn- 
out and separation. The burn time of 165 
seconds 
(40 seconds longer than the SRB) then permits add
i- 
tional impulse to be imparted to the vehicl
e with- 
out danger of violating critical loads. Afte
r burn- 
out, the strap-ons are jettisoned as a package. 
Although some analysis of recovery of the
 spent 
motors was conducted, this was not a prime 
consid- 
eration and the payload capability shown In
 figure 
11 does not include any provisions for s
trap-on
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motor recovery. Option 4B uses four of the same 
motors operated in the same manner as option 4A.
Total program cost estimates indicated very little 
difference between options 2A and 4A and between 2B 
and 4B. However, one major contributor to option 
2As cost was the redevelopment and requalification 
necessitated by the change in the existing SRMs 
thrust-time history. Data developed during the 
study indicated that this cost could be made to ap- 
proach zero if the change to the SRM was limited to 
a small burn rate change and some sacrifice in 
cost-per-fIight (i.e., increased strap-on motor 
size) was permitted. The decision, therefore, was 
made to adopt a version of option 2A based on those 
guidelines. This option became known as option 2C. 
Later analysis has validated this decision. Its 
characteristics, as presently understood, are shown 
in figure 12. Analysis of this configuration is 
not complete at this time but present indications 
are that a pay load of 35,000 pounds in a polar or- 
bit can be achieved with very little impact to the 
basic SRM. Initial operational capability for op- 
tion 2C is presently planned for June 1984 at VAFB 
and June 1985 at KSC.
other possibility would be to use the extra capa- 
bility for yaw steering to provide wider launch 
windows for faster rendezvous with previously 
launched satellites.
In summary, the current NASA proposal is to (1) im- 
plement option 2C immediately for an initial opera- 
tional capability of June 1984; (2) perform the 
preliminary engineering effort required to ensure 
the capability of incorporating ET strap-on motors 
for still greater capability at a later date; and 
(3) design and build the VAFB launch mount to with- 
stand launch loads from option 2C with allowance 
for the addition of the ET strap-on motors.
This study and subsequent decisions show that the 
Space Shuttle is a very versatile system and will 
be able to provide a significant growth potential 
for future space missions.
After selecting option 2C for near-term growth, po- 
tential for future growth capability was consid- 
ered. Some preliminary analysis showed that a ver- 
sion of option 4 could be added to option 2C to 
give a payload capability equal to option 4B but at 
reduced cost. The use of option 2C with a smaller 
version of option 4B would also permit delayed ig- 
nition of the ET strap-on motors and thus avoid the 
extensive changes to the launch mount exhaust ducts 
that would otherwise be required. Therefore, ET 
strap-ons, in conjunction with option 2C, are fa- 
vored as the long-range growth configuration.
Figure 13 shows a few of the possible applications 
for the improved performance. The left side of the 
figure shows the relationship between payload 
weight and circular orbital altitude for the base- 
line Shuttle and the four options. It is apparent 
that for a given orbital altitude the growth ver- 
sion of the Shuttle would permit a significant in- 
crease in payload weight although at the lower al- 
titudes the payload would be limited by the 65,000 
pound maximum capability of the Orbiter. Alterna- 
tively, for a given payload, the growth capability 
would permit addition of payload bay QMS (orbital 
maneuvering system) propellant kits and attainment 
of higher altitudes. The right-hand side of figure 
13 shows how orbital inclination can be increased 
with increased lift capability. For example, for a 
given payload and altitude, options 2A and 4A could 
increase orbital incl ination up to 24 degrees. An-
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INTEGRATED SYSTEM VERIFICATION
COMBINED ELEMENTS
VERIFICATION PROGRAM
• OVERALL SYSTEM
• INDIVIPUAL DISCIPLINES (15)
DIAGRAMS (22 FUNCTIONAL AREAS)
VERIFICATION 
RESPONSIBILITIES
• VERIF LOGIC/ACTIVITY
• PRODUCTS
• RESPONSIBILITIES 
(15 DISCIPLINES 
5 ELEMENTS)
Figure 1.
VERIFICATION INTEGRATION 
(COMBINED ELEMENT)
SPEC REQTS 
(TABLE 4.1)
3.1
3.2
3.3
COMBINED ELEMENT TECH AREAS
AERO THERM 
ENVIRON
ASCENT 
PERFORM SEPARATION
ELEMENTS
PRODUCTS:
SMVP-II DISCIPLINE SUMMARY PLANS
• SYSTEM VERIFICATION NETWORKS
• VERIF RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARIES
ET SRB SSME
ELEMENT VEPIF PLANS
SMVP-ET(ORB) 
SMVP-EZ (SRB) 
SMVP-JT(ET) 
SMVP-YHSSME) 
SMVP-OTKL&LS)
PRODUCTS: 
IVLN'S
• REQT GROUPS
• VCN'S
VIS
• NUGGET DEF
• T/M RESP
• STATUS
Figure 2.
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SHUTTLE VERIFICATION 
SYSTEM DISCIPLINES
AERODYNAMICS
ASCENT FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
ASCENT GUI DANCE, NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL
INTEGRATED VEHICLE MATH MODEL
ACOUSTICS ENVIRONMENT
MAIN PROPULSION
UMBILICAL AND SEPARATION
COMMUNICATIONS AND TRACKING
THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
SEPARATION
EXTERNAL LOADS
POGO DYNAMICS
FLUTTER
AVIONICS AND SOFTWARE
HYDRAULICS
Figure 3.
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SYSTEMS INTEGRATION VERIFICATION LOGIC NETWORK STRUCTURES
FLIGHT
AND
GROUND
SYSTEM
SPEC
(VOLX)
NATURAL 
ENVIR'S
INDUCED 
ENVIR'S
MASS 
PROPERTIES
CD
LAUNCH
LANDING
VERIF
SRB 
VERIF 
PLAN
VERIF 
PLAN
VERIF 
PLAN
VERIF 
PLAN
< LOAD A ANALYSIS J
< DYN & LOAD^X ANALYSIS y~~
< LOAD ^\ ANALYSIS )
< DYN & LOAD Y ANALYSIS ) ——
SUPPORT-^
PROOF LOAD
STATIC " 
STRUCTURA1 
TESTS
SUB ASSY 
STRENGTH 
TESTS ^
COMPONENT 
TESTING
STRUCTURAL^ 
DYNAMICS 
TESTING
EXTERNAL 
LOADS
INTEGRATED 
MATH MODEL
THERMAL 
ENVIR
UMBILICAL 
& LAUNCH
AERO-DYNAMICS
MPTA
RESONANCE 
SURVEY
Figure 4. Page 1 of 2
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION VERIFICATION LOGIC NETWORK
STRUCTURES
PROJECT
Figure 4. Page 2 of 2
Mated Lift Off Configuration in Test Stand 
Figure 5.
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LOoTANK
ET
LH2 TAIMK
SSME'S
ORBITER
• FEEDLINES
• VALVES
• PNEUMATIC SYSTEM
• PRECONDITIONING
FACILITY SYSTEMS
PROPELLANT LOADING
• FILL/DRAIN
• VENT
• BLEED
PNEUMATICS
• VALVE ACTUATION
• PRESSURIZATION
•PURGES
Figure 6. Main Propulsion System
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ORBITER
-o
PRESSURE 
TRANSDUCERS
LH2 VENT 
DISCONNECT
OVERBOARD BLEED VALVE 
L02 OVERBOARD BLEED
RELIEF 
SHUTOFF VALVE
VALVE VALVE
L02
BLEED DISCONNECT
I LH2 TK HELIUM 
J PRE PRESS.
POINT 
SENSORS 
(ENG C/0)
I LH2 HIGH POINT 
I BLEED DISCONNECT
(T) FROM
PNEUMATIC 
SUPPLY
LH2 FILL 
DISCONNECT
TL02 FILL
JDISCONNECT
Figure 7. Main Propulsion System Schematic (Fluid)
REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
ELEMENT VERIFICATION
ELEMENT TESTS
INTEGRATED 
ANALYSIS
UPDATE 
PREDICTIONS, 
MARGIN 
ASSESSMENTS
INTEGRATED
MPS
VERIFICATION
INTEGRATED
MPS
PREDICTIONS
INTEGRATED
MPS
TESTS
Figure 8. MPS Verification Approach
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SSME 
TEST 
DATA 
(ROCKETDYNE)
ANTI- 
GEYSER 
TEST DATA 
(MMC)
ET
RESIDUAL 
DATA 
(MMC)
SSME MRS 
COMP TEST 
DATA 
(ROCKETDYNE)
ORB
COMP TEST 
DATA 
(SD)
ORB SUB­ 
SYSTEM DEV 
TEST DATA 
(SD)
SSME
PERFORMANCE
PREDICTION
&TEST
REQUIREMENTS
(ROCKETDYNE)
ET
PERFORMANCE 
PREDICTION 
&TEST
REQUIREMENTS 
;MMC
MPS 
INTEGRATED
TEST
REQUIREMENTS
(SD)
PROPELLANT
INVENTORY
(SD)
POGO
SYSTEM
TEST
DATA
(ROCKETDYNE) INTEGRATED MPS 
PERFORMANCE 
PREDICTION 
(PRELIM)
PROPELLANT 
LOAD
PROCEDURE 
(KSC)
ET
RESIDUALS 
UPDATE 
(MMC)
PROPELLANT
INVENTORY
(SD)
POGO SYSTEM 
PERFORMANCE 
PREDICTION 
(SD)
INTEGRATED MPS
PERFORMANCE
PREDICTION
& MARGIN
ASSESSMENT
(SD)
INTEGRATED MPS 
PERFORMANCE 
PREDICTION-MPTA 
(FINAL)
PROPELLANT 
LOAD
PROCEDURE & 
MATH MODEL 
MPTA (SD)
to ANALYSIS
HYDRAULIC 
SYSTEM 
TEST DATA 
(SD& 
ROCKETDYNE)
FEEDLINE/ 
TURBOPUMP 
TEST DATA 
(ROCKETDYNE)
ELEMENT
ACCEPTANCE
DATA
(SEE SHEET 2)
Figure 9. Integrated MPS Verification Analysis Network (Sheet 1 of 2)
FROM 
CDDT/FRF
(SHEET 1)
1 r
INTEGRATED MPS 
PERFORMANCE 
PREDICTION 
UPDATE (SD)
ELEMENT
ACCEPTANCE
DATA
PROPELLANT
INVENTORY
(SD)
INTEGRATED MPS 
PERFORMANCE 
PREDICTION 
UPDATE (SD)
MOF 
(2,3,4,5,6) WOPERATIONAL
Figure 9. Integrated MPS Verification Analysis Network (Sheet 2 of 2)
MPT Static Test Firing No. 3
Figure 10.
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OPTION 2A, 
SRBSTRAP-ONS
MISSION 4 PAYLOAD: 35,800 LB
OPTION 2B, 
SRB STRAP-ONS
MISSION 4 PAYLOAD: 50,300 LB
OPTION 4A, 
ET STRAP-ONS
OPTION 4B, 
ET STRAP-ONS
MISSION 4 PAYLOAD: 34,600 LB MISSION 4
 PAYLOAD: 48,100 LB
Figure 11. Thrust Augmentation Options Studied
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OPTION 2C, SRB STRAP-ONS
IMMEDIATE IMPLEMENTATION
CHARACTERISTICS- (PRELIMINARY)
• PAYLOAD: 35,000 LB (MISSION 4)
• STRAP-ON PROP WT: 120-160K LB
• 90-120 OD X 340-390 LONG
• MAX THRUST: 0.6-1.3M LB
• BURN TIME: 60-80 SEC
• SRM BURN RATE DELTA: 0-5% REDUCT 
IOC-
• VAFB: JUN, 1984
• KSC: JUN, 1985
GROWTH OPTION, ET STRAP-ONS
POTENTIAL FUTURE IMPLEMENTATION
CHARACTERISTICS -
• PAYLOAD: ^ 50,000 LB (MISSION 4)
• OTHER: TBD 
GROUND RULES -
• MIN DESIGN EFFORT TO ENSURE
CAPABILITY FOR LATER IMPLEMENTATION
• DESIGN VAFB LAUNCH MOUNT FOR 
LIFT-OFF LOADS
• NO OTHER PROVISIONS AT PRESENT
Figure 12. Thrust Augmentation Option Decisions
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POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
• HEAVIER PAYLOADS
• HIGHER INCLINDATIONS-NONPLANA.R
• LARGER QMS LOADS- HIGHER ALTITUDES
• LAUNCH WINDOW YAW STEERING - FAST RENDEZVOUS
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Figure 13. Potential ETR Applications for Growth Capability
